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I THE PROBLEM
When the first summer camp for boys was organized by Ernest
i i
Balch back in 1831, the boys enjoyed a few simple activities
which grew naturally out of the camping environment. As time
went on and summer camps grew both as to numbers and number of
members, new activities were added to the list of those which
were offered for instruction and enjoyment until, because of the
number of boys and the limitations of equipment and staff, it be-
came necessary to schedule activities definitely. In some cases
this scheduling went so far that practically every minute of the
boys’ time every day was taken care of whether they entirely
liked it or not. The result was a smoothly running organization
which in spite of its highly developed routine was, never-the-
less, very attractive to the campers. Recently camp directors
who are of an educational bent have stopped to review their pro-
grams from the standpoint of modern education.
The routine of a summer camp is largely determined by nec-
essity. It seems natural that every one should arise at a cer-
tain time, enjoy brief calesthenics and a dip in the lake; gc to
breakfast; perform housekeeping duties after breakfast; swim
again just before noon; go to dinner and rest after dinner; swim
at four or four thirty; have supper; enjoy canoeing or simple
games; and so to bed after a brief social hour. As has been
stated all this seems to be a perfectly natural part of camp
life. It is the periods in between, the intervals between ap-
proximately nine and eleven and two and four in which instruc-
tion groups are offered, that have been open to questioning by
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camp directors who are educationally inclined. As a result the
definitely organized and scheduled program of activities has be-
come the object of much criticism.
Consequently there has been a recent tendency on the part
of some camp directors to abandon entirely their definite sched-
ule in favor of offering a free choice of a variety of unsched-
uled activities. It is the claim of these directors that the
compartmentalizing and regimentation resulting from the definite
schedule divorces the activities from life situations as they
develop at camp. It is their claim that only by the free choice
unscheduled type of camp programming can the activities, or in-
terest or instruction groups as they are sometimes called, be-
come parts of the true life situation of the camping experience
and hence result in the most desired outcomes. It is with this
question of the selection and scheduling of instruction groups
that I am dealing in this study.
The problem of the study presents itself in the form of two
questions
:
1. Shall the private summer camp for boys be equipped to
offer instruction groups in certain definite activi-
ties? If so, in what activities?
2. If instruction groups are to be offered are they to be
definitely scheduled or unsheduled? If they are to be
scheduled what method of programming shall be used?
Method of Study
In approaching the problem it seemed desirable to consider
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the questions involved from the point of view of the three sig-
nificant parties in the camping enterprise,— the boy, the par-
ents, and the director. It is upon these three that the exis-
tence of the private summer camp for boys depends. Although
the result of such an approach to the problem may not be in
keeping with the most advanced ideas in education of the so-
called ’’Progressive" tyoe, never-the-less
,
it cannot be denied
that it will have a basis in sound practicality.
For purposes of limitation I am dealing in this study with
the average private summer camp for boys, which according to a»
survey conducted recently by the New York Times, is one of some
sixty to seventy boys and some fifteen counselors. The boys
are divided according to age and physical ability into either
three or four groups. The basic unit is either the tent group,
the squad or some similar division. It is the usual plan to
deal with from only five to ten boys in instruction grouos in
order to insure individual attention for each boy. In spite of
this limitation I feel that the conclusions drawn will be of
value to all tyoes of -oo&k boys' and girls’ camps.
In attempting to solve the problem of the study I have made
a careful survey of the available material on the summer camp.
In only two of the books in the field of camping was I able to
discover material of a semi-scientific and objective nature
adaptable to this study for use other than as background materi-
al. From these two courses, "Camping and Education" by Bernard
3. Mason, and "Camping and Character" by H. 3. Dimock and C. E,
Hendry, I have obtained several objective studies relevant to
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the problem here considered. To suoplement these data I have
made questionnaire surveys of boys who have had camp experience,
parents who have had sons at camp, and directors of successful
private boys' camps of the average size. On some ooints I will
take the liberty of offering ray own opinion which is based on
twenty years of experience as a camper, counselor and head
counselor at Camp Winnecook, one of the pioneer, private boys'
camps of the country.
1
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II INTRODUCTION—A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PRIVATE SUMER CAMP
FOR BOYS.
'T’he organized summer camo has until recently been an in-
stitution peculiar to America. There seem to be two factors
which stand out as predominant reasons for its growth in this
country. First, the availability of land adaptable to the sum-
mer camp, and second, the decidedly agrarian and pioneer nature
of society in North America uo to about 1900. Camp sites are
abundant especially in the northern glaciated regions. Until
recently these were to be had almost for the asking.
The long summer vacation which was the result of the cus-
tom of allowing children the summer away from school in order
that they might assist their oarents on the farm has continued
as an institution in soite of the urban trend of the pooulation.
The summer vacation became, as a result, a void in the lives of
many youngsters. In fact in some cases there was a very notice-
able loss of desirable qualities which had been painstakingly
created during the school year. To fill in this summer void
there began to appear the pioneer summer camp enterprises in the
1880 * s and 90 ’ s.
To Ernest Balch, who established Camp Chocorua in 1881, is
generally given the credit for the first summer camp for boys.
This camp was located on Big Asquam Lake in New Hampshire. 1
1. Sargent, Porter. "A Handbook of Summer Camps" 8th Edition.
Porter Sargent, Boston, 1931. p. 33.
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From that date onward, camps began to appear in New England
and New. York state. The number did not increase with any great
degree of raoidity, however, until after 1910. There were, as
nearly as one can judge, between seventy-five and one hundred
private camps for boys in the United States at this last date,
but by 1930 there were 226, and by 1930 some 686 private summer
camps for boys in operation. 1 Camps now apoear in practically
every section of the country although New England still con-
tinues to be the most important private camping section.
With the phenomenal growth of the camping movement has
come a change in the ourpose of camp directors. Ernest Balch
established his camp because he was moved by the miserable con-
pdition of the sons of well-to-do parents in summer hotels.
Other camps were established with like motives in view. The
chief ourpose of the earlier camos was almost entirely recrea-
tional but as the possibilities of the summer camp have become
more and more apparent, directors and parents have come to rec-
ognize its advantages as an educational institution. It is due
to the fact that the camp is coming into its own as a factor in
education that we have recently witnessed the appearance of
such significant books on camping as '’Clamping and Education" by
Bernard 3. Mason, "Camping and Character", by Dimock and Hendry,
and "Education and the Summer Camp" by Lloyd B. Sharp.
1. These figures are the result of a study of Sargent’s hand-
books from 1924 through 1931.
Sargent, Porter. "A Handbook of Summer Camps". 8th Edi-
tion. 1931. p. 33. \
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Ill INSTRUCTION GROUPS IN THE PRIVATE SUMMER CAMP FOR BOYS
In attempting to answer the first question in our study,
—
Shall the summer camp for boys be equipped to offer instruction
groups in certain definite activities? If so, in what activi-
ties?, we shall first consider the boy's point of view, second
the parents' point of view, and third the director's point of
view. It might be here stated thao 1 well appreciate the futil-
ity of attempting to reduce a problem in human relationships to
a definite formula, but I feel that the results of this study
will be indicative of the general activity desire of the parties
concerned and will thus give a fairly objective and valid concep-
tion of the instructional needs of a summer camp for boys,
The Boy's Point of View
In determining whether or not from the boy's point of view
instruction groups shall be offered in certain definite activi-
ties at camp, it is first necessary to consider the purposes or
objectives of the boys in going to camp. Both Bernard Mason in
"Camping and Education", and Dimock and Hendry in "Camping and
Character", have made studies of the camp curriculum from the
boy's viewpoint. To Bernard Mason, the camoeis aim is expressed
in one word, "fun". Says he, "The camper's aim in attending
camp is "Fun". He judges every activity on the basis of pleasure
and interest However, lest we place the wrong interpre-
tation on his statement he goes on to explain that "fun" means
1. Mason, Bernard S. "Camping and Education". The McCall
Company, N. Y. 1930. p. 1.
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"activity in the direction of the three elemental wishes: new
adventure, recognition, resoonse."!; that it applies to "inter-
est in attaining ends and goals, objectives in fascinating
fields.
"
2
Dimock and Hendry in "Camping and Character" used a dif-
#
ferent approach and arrived at camper purposes by using a part
of the "Summer Camp Test" (a test used at Camp Ahmek at the
beginning and end of the camp season). To use their words,
"This part of the test requested the boy to ’tell as clearly
as you can what you think are the biggest things a boy gets out
of camp.’ The answers are not necessarily the boy’s conscious-
ly chosen aims or purposes but they are indicative of what he
considers to be the most important things to be achieved in
camp experience." The table given below was made up from the
result of tests given a few days after the beginning of the
camp season
1. ibid. p. 7.
2. ibid. p. 10.
3. Dimock, H. S. and Hendry, C. E. "Camping and Character"
The Association Press, N. Y. 1929. p. 17.
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TABLE I (from Dimock and Hendry, "Camping and Character"
,
p. 18)
Camp Values Suggested Number of
Boys Men-
tioning
1. Skill in such activities as swimming, canoeing,
camp-draft, etc. 39
2. Learning how to get along with others, '•mixing"
working together, cooperating, etc. 35
3. Better health, physical fitness, posture
,
etc. 33
4. Attitudes of helping the other fellow, unselfish-
ness, etc. 32
5. Mental abilities as: self-confidence, reliance,
initiative, thinking for self, etc. 20
6. Attitudes of courage and nerve, losing timidity,
etc. 17
7. Appreciations of nature, out-of-doors and music. 17
8. Meeting and making friends, fellowship, friendship. 16
9. General values as: better character, citizenship,
morals, etc. 15
10
Sportsmanship: to be a good sport, to play fair,
to be honest. • 14
11. To learn to obey 6
12. To have a good time, a holiday, fresh air, change. 6
13. Theological termsas "know God", love God, etc. 5
14. Respect for elders. 4
15.
Cleanliness, neatness, tidiness. 4
16. Leadership ability. 4
17. Things mentioned once or twice included: bigger
outlook on life; ambition; to be open-minded; frank;
self-control
; sense of achievement; sense of respon-
sibility; poise.; cheerfulness; food; sleep; learn-
ing new things.
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Although, as is pointed out by the authors, the boys who
took the camp test may have answered the questions as they thought
they should answer them, never-the-less
,
it seems particularly
significant from the standooint of our present study that skills
in such activities as swimming, canoeing, camp-craft and others
stand first on the list. Can there be much doubt that Mason's
mention of "interest in attaining ends and goals; objectives in
fascinating fields" refers to these same skills that stand first
in Dimock and Hendry's table? Does not this de3ire to acquire
skill imply the desire for instruction? Does it not imply that
the boys wish to "be shown how" even if to only a limited ex-
tent? Our conclusion must be that one of the chief purposes of
boys in attending camp is in order that they may acquire skills
in certain activities.
What then are the activities in which boys desire instruc-
tion at camp?
In arriving at the answer to this question I have two sources
of data: first, a study of the popularity of camp activities made
by Bernard Mason; and second, a quest ion&ire survey made by myself
with the definite object of determining what fifteen activities
were desired by campers in their morning and afternoon instruction
periods.
First let us consult Mason's table which appears on pages
176 and 177 of "Camping and Education". By way of explanation
the author states, "The campers were given a complete list of all
the activities on the table and asked to select their first five
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choices. We must keep in mind in studying the tables that every
camp did not have all of these activities, many of them only a
very few of them, and consequently the score which each activity
received must be considered in relation to the number of campers
who had experience with it."'*'
1* Mason, Bernard 3. "Camping and Education", The McCall
Company, N. Y. 1930 p. 175
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TABLE II (Appears as Table XI in '’Camping and Education”)*
POPULARITY OF CAMP ACTIVITIES
Camp Activity**
No. Having Choices
Exp. Acti-
vity. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Score***
Swimming 49 17 7 5 6 1 141
Tennis 47 5 9 8 2 2 91
Baseball 49 8 7 1 1 5 78
Ri fiery 36 4 4 3 1 4 57
Canoeing 38 3 4 4 1 1 46
Sailing 31 0 3 2 4 2 28
Horseback riding**** 29 2 1 2 0 2 22
Archery 31 1 1 1 1 2 16
Manual training 35 0 1 1 3 2 15
Basketball 21 1 1 1 0 2 14
Nature lore 42 2 0 1 0 1 14
Golf 6 1 0 0 0 1 10
Boating 41 0 0 1 2 0 9
Boxing 44 0 0 1 2 0 7
Wrestling 35 1 0 0 1 0 7
Aquaplaning 18 0 1 1 0 0 7
Motorboating 24 0 0 1 1 0 5
Making lean-tos 36 0 0 0 0 0 5 (sic)
Orchestra 28 0 1 1 0 2 5
Cage ball 14 0 1 0 0 0 4
Foot oall 21 0 0 1 0 0 3
’flood carving 24 0 0 1 0 0 'i
Campfire cooking 42 0 0 0 1 0 2
Axe throwing 4 0 0 0 0 1 1
Lariat throwing 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rope spinning 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Indian dancing 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leather work 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
Metal artscraft 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pottery 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Making rustic benches 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
Basketry 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
Note. I have taken the liberty of eliminating from this table ac-
tivities which are obviously aside from this study. i. e.
evening activities, hikes, etc.
**One camper asked that Boy Scout tests be added to the list and
gave it a third choice.
Ratings as follows: 1st choice, 5; 2nd choice, 4; 3rd choice, 3;
4th choice, 2; 5th choice, 1.
****Riding being a special or paid privilege, requiring parental con-
sent in most camps, it may be that several of the 29 boys who
designated that their camp had riding were not permitted to par-
ticipate in it. Otherwise it might have rated higher on the
scale.
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Next let us consult the survey made particularly for this
study. A questionnaire was prepared having a list of activities
to the left and three columns opposite the activities in which
the hoys were asked to check as follows: 1. in the first column
the activities that they had had at camp; 2. in the second column
the activities they had not had at camo; and 3. in the third
column the fifteen activities they would like to have at camp.*
This questionnaire is of course subject to the limitations of all
questionnaires, hut it does not seem that there is particularly
good reason why we should douht the veracity of the finding of
this particular set of questions. Unfortunately hoys are not
Note: As has been pointed out the average summer camp for hoys
is one of some seventy boys and fifteen counselors. , Each
of these counselors is a specialist in some particular ac-
tivity or group of activities, although in important and
more or less dangerous activities two counselors are of-
ten necessary. Adequate instruction in any activity usual-
ly requires a minimum of two hours a week. There are hut
twenty-four available oeriods in the week and it is safe
to assume that at least six or more of these will he taken
up by group games, hikes, and activities other than in-
struction groups. Because of these limitations I have
based the number of activities to he considered for the
puroose of this study at fifteen.
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careful readers so in most cases they did not confine themselves
to the selection of fifteen activities, but as practically all
made the same error, it is relatively easy for us to pick at
least the fifteen most popular. It might be said here in defense
of the boys that parents and directors made exactly the same mis-
take on similar questionnaires sent to them.
Questionnaires were sent to seventy-two boys, most of whom
had had at least one year’s experience in camp, usually at Camp
Winnecook. Twenty-five were returned. The results of the sur-
vey in tabular form are given below.

TABLE III DESIRABLE ACTIVITIES IN WHICH TO OFFER INSTRUCTION
GROUPS AS INDICATED BY BOYS.
Activity*
I
No. who
had had
activity
at camp
and want-
ed it
agrain
II
No. who
had not
had it
and want-
ed it.
III
No. who
had had
it but
did not
want it
again
IV
No. who
had not
had it
and did
not want
it.
V
Total
No. who
wanted
it.
I II III IV V
1. Swimming 25 0 0 0 25
2. Riflery 22 3 0 0 25
3. Sailing 22 2 0 1 24
4. Canoeing 24 0 1 0 24
5. Tennis 20 ij 1 1 23
6. Boating 23 0 2 0 23
7. Baseball 22 0 3 0 22
8. Horseback Rid. 21 2 0 2 23
9. Aquaplaning 4 15 0 6 19
10. Archery 16 3 5 1 19
11. Basketball 18 1 4 2 19
12. Manual arts 17 1 7 0 18
13. Wrestling 5 13 1 6 18
14. Football 14 *7 3 5 17
15. Dramatics 14 3 5 3 17
16. Nature St. 16 0 8 1 16
17. Woodcraft 15 0 6 4 15
18. Boxing 8 6 5 6 14
19. Golf 7 5 5 8 12
20. Photography 6 6 1 12 12
21. Rope Spinning 0 10 0 15 10
22. First Aid 3 4 10 ? 7
23. Orchestra 0 6 0 19 6
*Note: Other activities were mentioned less than three times and
therefore are of little worth in this study.
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From these two studies we can gather with some degree of
assurance that in so far as activities are concerned there is
great unanimity of ooinion among the hoys regarding at least
eight camp activities. These are: swimming, riflery, sailing,
canoeing, tennis, boating, baseball, and horseback riding.
There are at least five others on which there is a fair degree
of unanimity, namely: archery, manual arts, basketball, wres-
tling, and nature lore (although this activity had the sixteenth
position on my study). Golf and boxing appear in much more
favorable positions on Mason's table than on table III but it
will be noted that this is due rather to the system of scoring
than to any high degree of popularity. Football and aquaplan-
ing hold relatively higher oositions on table III than on table
II. In the case of the first I feel that there is a great pos-
sibility that in the case of my survey the boys were thinking
of tag football rather than regular football when they marked
their questionnaires. As for aquaplaning which stood 16th on
table II (Mason's) and 9th on table III, it will be noted that
fifteen out of the nineteen boys who wanted to have the activity
had never experienced it, while on table II although eighteen
boys had experienced the activity only two would include it a-
mong the first five most enjoyable activities.
But what conclusions are we to draw in regard to the boy's
point of view on the quest ions,—Shall the private summer camp
for boys be equipped to offer instruction groups in certain ac-
tivities? and, If so in what activities?
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In answer to the first we may conclude that in order to sat-
isfy one of the boy's prime purposes in going to camp, instruc-
tion must be offered in certain activities.
In answer to the second it seems apparent that the only def-
inite conclusion we can draw is that there are at least eight ac-
tivities in which boys almost unanimously agree there should be
instruction groups, namely: swimming, riflery, sailing, canoeing,
tennis, boating, baseball, and horseback riding. In regard to the
other activities if we are selecting on a basis of fifteen we can
be fairly sure that, in an average group of campers, archery, man-
ual arts, basketball, wrestling, and nature lore will be accept-
able to a considerable number, but beyond this there is little
chance that we can predict what activities boys would prefer as
there appears a wide diversity of taste as among the remaining
possible activities.
The Parents' Point of View
Next let us consider the question from the parents' point of
view. 'Being concerned with the parents our question will read,
—
From the parents' point of view shall the summer camp for boys
be equipped to offer instruction groups in certain definite ac-
tivities? If so, in what activities?
In answering this question let us first consider the parents'
purposes in sending their boys to camp.
In regard to the :>urooses of parents we have the following
data:
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1. A statement of parents' purposes and objectives by Dimock and
Hendry.
2. General statements on parents' objectives by Bernard Mason and
H. W. Gibson.
3. Interviews with parents in regard to their sons' summers at
Camp Winnecook.
Perhaps the most significant statement and one which should
be placed first on our list of ourooses is one which Bernard
Mason quotes a camp director as making:
"I have come to the conclusion, after talking to my follow-
ing, that the most important thing they (the parents) want is
protection, personal attention, and supervision."^
"Safety, health, and haopiness are without doubt the funda-
mental considerations of the oarents.^ These are basic factors
underlying all other purposes and interests."
Dimock and Hendry have listed the parents purposes other than
health and safety, as follows:
1. Mason, Bernard S. "Camping and Education", McCall Company,
N. Y.
,
1930. p. 6.
2. Gibson, H. W. "Administrative Problems", The Monthly Library
on Camping, The Gibson Publications, Watertown, Mass. 1927.
Vol. IX p. 45.
3. Dimock, H. S. and Hendry, C. E. "Camping and Character",
The Association Press, N. Y. 1929. pp. 20-21,
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"1. The desire to be free from parental responsibility for the
summer.
2. The development of maintenance of habits of good etiquette,
tidiness and politeness.
3. Obedience and discipline.
4. Physical development and improvement of health.
5. Proficiency in the various camp skills constitute over 50%
of the parents’ suggestions which come through the avenue
of the application form. Parents want their boys to swim
well, to learn how to handle a canoe or a sail boat, to be
able to ride or to box, to become proficient in nature lore
and in the other campcraft and woodcraft skills
The following list of activities which a parent desired to
have his boy participate in is typical though somewhat more
ambitious than most of the others: Canoeing, sailing, swim
ming, fancy diving, boxing, riding, public speaking, photog
raphy, birds, leadership training, life saving,
6. Courage and daring.
7. The socializing effect of the camp is one of the most im-
portant values which the a]ert parent sees in the camp.
8. Character development."
Every year in interviewing prospective patrons of Camp
Winnecook we find an immediate interest is evoked by the men-
tion of possible proficiency, particularly in swimming, sail-
ing, or riding. There apparently is nothing that gives so
much pleasure to the pa.rents as to find that upon visiting
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camp their hoy has learned to swim. We have innumerable re-
quests of, "let us see the boy ride". Proficiency in almost
any of the camp activities developed by the boy receives the
enthusiastic commendation of the parents.
It seems evident from these data that our conclusion must
be that from the parents 1 point of view development of skills
on the part of their sons is one of the basic purposes for al-
lowing them to attend camp.
This conclusion logically leads up to our next question,
—
In what activities do the parents wish their sons to develop
skill?
In order to acquire some information of reasonable valid-
ity, I prepared a questionnaire similar to the one previously
described as having been sent to the boys. The parents, how-
ever, were given an opportunity to indicate whether they con-
sidered an activity too dangerous, or of little relative value
as compared with other activities listed. As in the case of
the boys an opportunity was provided to indicate additional
desirable activities. These questionnaires were sent to seven-
ty parents, most of whom have been patrons of Camp Winnecook.
Thirty-one questionnaires were returned. In considering the
results one must take note of the fact that the parents may
have been influenced in their choices of activities by their
sons. As was the case with the boys, although asked to sele.ct
fifteen activities the parents for the most part insisted on
choosing more. The margin of possible error in the results is
s
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reduced by the fact that practically all chose more than fif-
teen.
The results of the survey in order of the popularity of
the activities are as follows:
TABLE IV DESIRABLE ACTIVITIES IN WHICH TO OFFER INSTRUCTION
GROUPS AS INDICATED BY PARENTS
Activity* No. Favor-
ing
Too Dan-
gerous
Low Rel.
Value
Left
Out
1
.
Svidraming 31 0 0
2. Canoeing 31 0 0
3. Sailing 30 1 0
4. Riflery 30 1 0
5. Tennis 29 0 0 2
6, Riding 29 1 0 1
7. Boating 28 0 0 3
8. First Aid 26 0 0 5
9. Baseball 24 0 1 6
10. Manual Arts 22 0 0
11. Woodcraft 20 0 0 11
12. Nature Study 20 0 5 4
13. Football 20 4 1 6
14. Boxing 20 0 3 8
15. Basketball 20 0 6 5
16. Archery 17 0 7 7
17. Dramatics 14 0 5 12
18. Aquaolaning 13 8 8 2
19. Golf 11 0 5 15
20. Orchestra 10 0 11 10
21. Photography 7 0 10 14
22. Rope Spinning 6 0 17 8
23. Wrestling 6 4 10 11
Note : Other activities mentioned appeared less than three
times, hence they are of no value in this study.
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It will be noted from this table that there is general
agreement among the parents regarding at least nine of the ac-
tivities, namely: swimming, canoeing, sailing, riflery, ten-
^ nis, riding, boating, first aid, and baseball. We may also
gather that a very appreciable numoer of oarents desire that
their sons shall receive instruction in manual arts, woodcraft,
nature study, football, boxing, basketball, and archery. Be-
yond these two groups a wide divergence of opinion is apparent.
What then are the conclusions which we are to draw regard-
ing, from the parents’ point of view, the question,—Shall the
private summer camo for boys be equipped to offer instruction
groups in certain definite activities? If so in what activities?
From our data the answer to the first question must be em-
phatically in the affirmative. In regard to the second we must
conclude that practically all parents desire to have their sons
instructed in nine activities, swimming, canoeing, sailing,
riflery, tennis, riding, boating, first aid, and baseball; that
an appreciable majority desire that instruction be offered in
manual arts, woodcraft, nature study, football, boxing, basket-
ball and archery; that beyond these two groups there is a greatly
diminished demand for other oossible instruction groups.
In view of these conclusions it seems that one statement
which a parent took the trouble to make is particularly signi-
» ficant. This parent said, "No activity is too dangerous if it
is properly supervised. '» Either camp directors and laymen as
well have been mistaken in regard to parents’ fears in certain
activities or clients have a great deal of faith in the protec-
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tive measures adopted at Winnecook. I refer particularly to
the fact that sailing, riflery, and riding show but one parent
in each case who considers the activity too dangerous. Canoe-
ing also might be added to the list, although the fear of the
canoe by the public at large seems now to be a thing of the
past. Aquaplaning seems to be considered the most dangerous ac-
tivity but even here but eight out of thirty-one condemn it for
that reason. Perhaps the relatively low number who considered
football as being too dangerous can be explained by the fact
that probably half of the parents were considering the less vir-
ulent type of '’touch" football.
Manual arts, woodcraft, and nature study have surprisingly
few supporters in view of the amount of space that is allotted
to them in camp literature and camp advertising. That so many
should hold the opinion that archery is of low relative value
will unquestionably be a shock to the advocates of this fascin-
ating sport.
The Director’s Point of View
We next consider the question,—From the director's point
of view shall the private summer camp for boys be equipped to
offer instruction groups in certain definite activities? If so
in what activities?
As in the case of the parents and the boys let us first
consider the ourposes of the directors. Our data on this ques-
tion comes from several sources: a mass of material in liter-
ature on the summer camp; magazine advertising by summer camps;
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statements of purposes in camp pamphlets.
Unfortunately many of the data from the first and last
named sources concerning general purposes seem to be in the
form of platitudes. A statement which I recently saw in con-
nection with an annual message of the governor of a great state
might well apply to much of this material. The message of the
governor was referred to as "a row of bright new empty bottles,
into which the reader might pour any meaning which he desired. w
However, in regard to our particular question on activities
there seems to be emphatic agreement. A glance at a page of
camp advertisements in almost any magazine in which they appear
will convince one that innumerable activities are offered. One
advertisement in a recent magazine states that the particular
camp offers fifty-nine activities: (Camp Zakelo, The Red Book
Magazine, March, 1933). In studying some twenty-five or thirty
catalogues of typical private boys' camps, I have not found one
that does not definitely state that instruction is offered in
certain activities. Porter Sargent in his Handbook of Summer
Camps makes the following statement: "Camp Directors are moved
by a common purpose: to give to the young people in their charge
a summer of happy, wholesome out of door activity, to the end that
their bodies, minds, and characters—especially their bodies
—
ahall be stronger in the fall. 1,1
»
1. Sargent, Porter "A Handbook of Summer Camps" Porter Sar-
gent, Boston, 1931, 8th Ed. pp. 15-16.
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The purposes of camp directors may be reduced to the fol-
lowing:
1. Health, safety, and joy for the campers.
2. The development in the camper of a number of skills and in-
terests.
3. Development of basic habits, attitudes, and appreciations.
4. Social adjustment for the campers.
5. The satisfaction of the purposes of the campers in so far as
is possible.
6. The satisfaction of the purposes of the parents in so far as
is possible.
7. A reasonable monetary remuneration for themselves*
In answer to our question in view of the above data our con-
clusion must be that from the director’s point of view the sum-
'*Note: These purposes are a summary of those indicated in the
following books and magazine articles: Meylan, George
L. ’’The Contribution of the Organized Summer Camp to
American Education”. Playground Magazine, July, 1924;
p. 238; McDonald, L. L. ’’Program Making in Camps for Boyg',
Playground Magazine, May 1925; Mason, Bernard S. ’’Camping
and Education” The McCall Company, N. Y.
,
1930, p. 168;
Dimock, H. S. and Hendry, C. E. "Camping and Character”,
The Association Press, N. Y. 1929, p. 29; Gibson, H. W.
"The Monthly Library on Camping”Gibson Publications, Wa-
tertown, Mass.
,
1927, Vol. IX, pp. 7-11.
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mer camp must be equipped, to offer instruction groups in cer-
tain definite activities.
This leads us to a determination of the answer to the ques-
tion,— From the director’s point of view, in what activities
shall instruction groups be offered at camp?
The data applying to this question come from two general
sources: the writings of authorities in the field of the sum-
mer camp and a questionnaire survey of successful directors of
the type of camp with which we are concerned. Let us first con-
sider those from the first source. In regard to activities and
their value Bernard Mason makes the following statement which is
well worth our consideration:
•'There can be no absolute assurance that one tyoe of camp
activity has greater character building potentialities or is
more productive of social education than another. 1,1
It seems that after careful thought on the statement we
must agree with Mr. Mason. With this factor out of the way
there are others which influence camp directors in their choice
of activities. As is stated in "Camping and Character":
"Camoing somehow imolies packs and oortages, neat dives and
sails by moonlight, patching canoes, flipping pancakes, cedar
crackling in the fire. Swimming, canoeing, campcraft, sailing,
exploring, creating, are just naturally considered as constitut-
1. Mason, Bernard S. "Camoing and Education" The McCall
Company, N. Y. 1930. p. 155.
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ing the staples of camp experience.”
1
The following statement is attributed to Mrs. Charlotte
Gulick, long a leader in the camping field:
"What we want to do during the summer is to make our boys
and girls love the natural snorts which are available in the
country alone—all water snorts, hiking, gypsying from place
to place, and love of nature. It is our duty to discover ways
of making the country mean more to them. If we give them the
same kind of athletics and snorts which they have at home in
their schools, we are taking the easier course but are not mak-
ping the proper use of our opportunities.
"
Dr. Percy M. Dawson writing on "The Vacation Camp as a Fac-
tor in Education" comments as follows:
"I believe that when golf, tennis, dancing, cards, dramat-
ics, etc., constitute more than a negligible part of camp life,
then one of the most important uses of the camp has been de-
stroyed, namely. ..( that of presenting) ... to the camper a new
3
world which makes new demands and appeals.
"
1. Diraock, H. S. and Hendry, C. E. "Camping and Character"
The Association Press,N.Y. 1929. p. 52ff.
2. Weyl, Celeste, "An Historical Account of the Camping Move-
ment" Religious Education Vol. XX No. 3. June 1925. p. 184.
3. Gibson, H. W. "The Monthly Library on Camping" The Gibson
Publications, '.Vatertown, Mass. 1927. Vol. VI p. 19.
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»
Both in "Camping and Education" and "Camping and Character"
we find reference to certain basic or fundamental camp activi-
ties: swimming, canoeing, woodcraft, and riding, which are es-
sential for full enjoyment of the camping experience because
they are necessary as preparation for trips. In addition to
these basic or fundamental activities certain other major de-
partments are mentioned as having been set up from past exper-
ience. Nature lore, sailing, the various handicrafts, riflery,
and archery are among those included in this latter classifica-
tion.
Evidently there is concurrence among the leaders in the
field as to the type of activities which should be offered at
camp.
There is another factor in this question of what activities
to offer that is especially worth our consideration at this point
in view of the fact that a series of articles is about to appear
accusing camps of physically exhausting boys due to the strenu-
ousness of the program offered. (see "The Camping Magazine" for
February 1932. ) In order to avoid this danger of over exertion
we have developed at Camp Winnecook a theory of programming ac-
tivities which I am taking the liberty to present at this point.
In programming the activities, in order to preserve the
health and strength of the boys who are entrusted to us, we clas-
sify the activities in which they are to participate into strenu-
ous and non-strenuous grouos. With this classification in mind
every effort is made to so balance the program that a strenuous
activity will be followed by a more restful non-strenuous activity.
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7/e feel that it is at least in a measure due to this that we have
had a fine record of health and of ohysical gain by the boys.
Riding or tennis are examples of strenuous activities; riflery
and archery of non-strenuous.
Our second source of data on this question is a question-
naire survey similar to that conducted in the case of the boys
and the parents. Questionnar ies were sent to eighty directors
of successful summer camos of the tyoe which we are considering
in this study. All of the camos of these men have been in oper-
ation at least five years. The directors were asked to check
from a list the fifteen activities in which >in their opinions,
instruction groups should be offered in the morning and after-
noon periods. Space was provided for additional activities not
included in the list. An opportunity was given to indicate
whether the activities which were not checked were considered
too dangerous, too expensive in relation to value, or of low
relative value as compared with the other activities. Thirty-
six filled in questionnaires were returned. Unfortunately, as in
the case of the parents and the boys, the directors for the
most part insisted on checking more than fifteen activities.
The error was so general, however, that it probably makes lit-
tle difference from the standpoint of results obtained.
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The following are the tabulated results of the survey:
TABLE V. DESIRABLE ACTIVITIES IN WHICH TO OFFER INSTRUCTION
GROUPS AS INDICATED BY DIRECTORS.
Number Too Dan- Too Expen- Low Rel- Left Out
Activity* Favoring gerous sive ative No Corn-
Value ment
1 . 2. 3. 4. 5
1
.
Swimming 36 0 0 0 0
2. Tennis 35 0 0 0 1
3. Boating 35 0 0 0 1
4. Nature Study 34 0 0 0 2
5. Canoeing 34 2 0 0 0
6
.
Baseball 34 0 0 2 0
7. Manual Arts 32 0 0 1 3
8. Riflery 30 5 0 0 1
9. Woodcraft 29 0 0 0 7
10. First Aid 28 0 0 4 4
11. Horseback Rid. 27 3 2 2 2
12. Dramatics 27 0 0 3 6
13. Sailing 27 0 0 0 9
14. Basketball 21 0 0 8 7
15. Archery 21 1 2 7 5
18. Boxing 20 1 0 5 10
17. Photogra ^hy 20 0 1 3 12
18. Orchestra 17 0 2 3 14
19. Wrestling 14 3 0 9 10
20. Aquaolaning 13 11 2 5 5
21. Golf 11 0 12 8 5
22. Football 7 6 2 15 6
23. Rope Spinning 2 0 2 12 20
Notet: Other activities suggested were ment ioned less than three
times.
Consulting this table we find that among directors there is
a uniformity of opinion that swimming, tennis, boating, nature
study, canoeing, baseball, manual arts, and riflery should be
included as instruction groups in the carao program. That wood-
craft, first aid, horseback riding, dramatics and sailing have
the support of a great majority of the directors is also evi-
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denced. Aquaplaning, football, and riflery are the three ac-
tivities which are most criticized from the standpoint of the
danger involved. It might be suggested that after all the dir-
ector is responsible for the health and safety of the boys under
his charge. If he considers that an activity is too dangerous,
who is to question his right to bar that activity from his camp
program regardless of the opinions of others?
What conclusions are we to draw in answer to our question,
—
From the director's point of view shall the private camp for boys
be equipped to offer instruction groups in certain definite ac-
tivities? If so in what activities?
As in case of the parents and the boys our answer to the
first question in view of our data must be in the affirmative.
On the second question we may conclude that there are eight ac-
tivities which the directors agree should be included as in-
struction groups in the carao program, namely: swimming, tennis,
boating, nature study, canoeing, baseball, manual arts, and
riflery; that there are at least five other activities,—wood-
craft, first aid, horseback riding, dramatics, and sailing,
—
on which there is general agreement; that beyond this there is
little concurrence as to the value of various oossible activi-
ties. We may add to our conclusions that aquaplaning is con-
demned by a fairly large percentage of directors as being too dan-
gerous; that football and riflery are thought too dangerous by
enough directors to warrant careful consideration.
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Conclusions in Regard to Activities to be Offered as
Instruction Groups at the Private Summer Camo for Boys.
Our problem, since there is apoarent agreement among boys,
parents, and directors tha.t instruction groups should be offered
in certain activities at camo, now becomes one of correlating and
coordinating the activity desires of these three groups.
Perhaps the best way to do this is to take the activities in
order of oopularity on one of the previous tables and accept it
or eliminate it after weighing the considerations involved. By
doing this some degree of unanimity on desirable instruction
groups may be arrived at.
Let us use the directors* table as a basis and compare it
with that of the boys' and the parents'.
Swimming is the first activity which aopears. A glance at the
other two tables suffices to indicate that there is no question but
that swimming shall be included in our list of instruction groups.
It receives the unanimous vote of all concerned.
Tennis aopears next on the directors' list, thirty-five out of
thirty-six in favor of it. The parents' table reveals that twenty-
nine out of thirty-one favor it and the boys', twenty-three out of
twenty-five. It is evident that tennis must be included in our
list.
Boating is next in order on the directors' list, with thirty-
five out of a possible thirty-six in favor of it. Twenty-eight
out of thirty-one parents indicate their aoproval and twenty-three
out of twenty-five boys. No unfavorable comments appear regard-
ing it. Obviously it must be included in our list.

(33)
Nature study which stands high on the directors’ list, shows
the first divergence of opinion. Only twenty out of thirty-one
parents favor it. Five of those who do not favor it consider it
^ of low relative value. It stands 12th in oopularity on their
list. On the boys’ list it stands 16th. Eight boys who have had
it do not want it again. We will have to view the other activi-
ties before we come to any conclusions regarding nature study.
Canoeing easily finds a place on the list. Thirty-four dir-
ectors favor it, thirty-one parents, and twenty-four boys. Two
directors expressed their opinion that it was too dangerous.
Baseball receives the votes of thirty-four directors, twenty-
four parents, and twenty-two boys. Two directors and one parent
consider it of low relative value; three boys who have had it
do not want it again. Standing 6th, 9th, and 7th on the tables,
baseball takes a place on our list of activities to be offered.
Manual Arts, with thirty-two directors favoring it, becomes
our second controverted activity. Surprisingly enough but twenty-
two out of thirty-one parents favor it. Seventeen boys desire
that it be offered. Seven boys who have had the activity do not
want it again. We must add this to nature study as an activity
on which we must reserve our conclusions.
Riflery stands 8th on the directors' table with thirty favor-
able votes and five directors considering it too dangerous. Thir-
ty out of the thirty-one parents favor it. It is a unanimous
choice by the boys. Evidently riflery takes a prominent position
on our list.
Woodcraft is another of the disouted activities. Twenty-nine
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of the directors favor it hut only twenty of the oarents and fif-
teen of the hoys. Six hoys who have had the activity do not wish
to have it again. There is no unfavorable comment regarding it,
however. We must reserve woodcraft for future consideration
along with manual arts and nature study.
First Aid takes a prominent place on both the directors' and
parents' lists hut receives the support of only eight of the hoys.
Four directors and one parent consider it as of low relative val-
ue. Ten hoys who have had the activity indicate that they do not
want it again. It stands 22nd on the boys' list. We must add
First Aid to our list reserved for future consideration.
Horseback riding stands in the 11th position on the direct-
ors list with twenty-seven favoring it, three considering it too
dangerous, two too expensive, and two of low relative value. How-
ever, twenty-nine of the thirty-one parents favor it as do twenty-
three of the twenty-five hoys. One parent considers riding too
dangerous. In spite of evident disapproval on the part of some dir-
ectors, riding goes on our list as one of the desirable activities.
Dramatics, the next activity listed on the directors' table,
must take its place among the controverted activities as it stands
12th on the directors' list, 17th on the parents', and 15th on the
hoys
'
.
Sailing has twenty-seven favorable votes from the directors,
thirty from the parents and twenty-four from the hoys. The only
adverse comment was by one parent who considered the activity too
dangerous. Sailing wins a favorable position on our list.
Basketball receives twenty-one favorable votes from directors,
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twenty from parents and nineteen from boys. Eight directors and
six parents consider it of low relative value. Four boys who
have had basketball instruction at camp do not want it again. It
seems doubtful that basketball will find a place on our list. How
ever, we will reserve our decision.
Archery also receives twenty-one votes from directors. From
the parents it receives but seventeen votes and from the boys nine
teen. One director is of the opinion that it is too dangerous,
two consider it too expensive, and seven of low relative value.
Seven parents indicate that they feel that it is of low relative
value. It is another of those doubtful activities.
Boxing is favored by twenty directors, twenty parents, and
but fourteen boys. One director thinks it too dangerous and five
directors and three parents are of the opinion that it is of low
relative value. It is another activity on which we will have
to defer ooinion.
Football and aquaplaning seem to be the only other two ac-
tivities with enough supoort to warrant our consideration here.
Football receives twenty favorable votes from the parents and
seventeen from the boys. Only seven directors, however, to on
record as being in favor of it. Fifteen directors are of the
opinion that it is of low relative value, four parents consider
it too dangerous. '.Ye must also take into account, as has been
mentioned before, that some of those who voted for it may have
been of the opinion that "football'* on the list of activities re-
fered to tag football only. Aquaplaning receives the votes of
thirteen directors, thirteen parents, and nineteen boys. Eleven
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%
directors and eight oarents consider it as too dangerous. It will
be noted as was previously stated, however, that fifteen of the
boys who wished to have the activity at camp had never experienced
it. A glance at table II will show that out of eighteen boys who
had experienced the activity at camp only two mentioned it among
the first five most popular activities. Of these two, one listed
it as a second choice and the other as a third choice. Possibly
the fifteen boys who had not experienced the activity but wanted
to, exaggerate the pleasure to be derived.
In checking back over our list of comparisons we find that
eight activities may be accepted almost without question as being
desirable for instruction groups in a summer camp from the stand-
point of the boys, parents, and directors. These activities are,
swimming, tennis, boating, canoeing, baseball, riflery, horseback
riding, and sailing. Now let us look at the activities which did
not receive sufficient support to be accepted at once and see if
we can draw any conclusions regarding them. Woodcraft, native
study, manual arts, basketball, dramatics, first aid, and possibly
archery have enough support to warrant our consideration. To
many camp directors, woodcraft is the activity. Woodcraft camps
hold a prominent place in the camping movement and it has gener-
ally been assumed that if there is anything that a boy should
learn at camp it is how to take care of himself in the woods. It
is especially surprising to us of Camp Winnecook that so few of
the boys (most of those surveyed were Winnecook boys) should in-
dicate a desire for instruction in woodcraft as we have long
prided ourselves on the excellence of this particular department.
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The fact that it received so little suoport may be due to poor
handling on the part of the woodcraft instructor although I doubt
this very much as it is our impression that he is one of the
ablest counselors that we have ever had, or it may be due to the
fact that the boys to whom questionnaires were sent came almost
entirely from the "intermediate'’ and "senior" divisions of the
camp. Perhaps the "juniors" would have given greater support to
the activity than either of the other two groups. To get the
junior impressions, I felt that it would be necessary to inter-
view each personally rather than use the questionnaire method.
*
•
This presented a financial impossibility. The parents too, sho
w
an equally surprising lack of interest, perhaps from a lack of un-
derstanding of just wh t instruction in woodcraft implies. In
spite of these facts, on the basis of a selection of fifteen ac-
tivities, woodcraft certainly has enough support to be included
as an activity in which to offer instruction groups.
Nature study is in a similar position to that held by wood-
craft. It occupies fourth position on the list of activities in
the estimation of the directors. The parents seem to be luke
warm in regard to it and the boys perhaps a little less than luke
warm. Dimock and Hendry in "Camping and Character" point out that
nature study is usually unpopular due to the inability of camp
directors to find able men for the position of nature study in-
structor. There seems to be a good deal of truth in this state-
ment. At any rate, such has been our experience at Camp Win-
necook. We will include nature study in our list of instruction
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groups with a plea for more and better nature study instructors
who can bring the true values of nature to the boys in a more vital,
more interesting way.
Manual arts seems to be another of the "Yes" and "No" acti-
vities. Thirty-two out of thirty-six directors favor it and the
parents and boys are slightly more in favor of it than is the
case with nature study. Once again perhaps it is a question of
how instruction is conducted. Manual arts will also be added to
our list of desirable instruction groups.
First aid holds a comparatively high place in the opinion
of the directors and the parents but a very low place in the es-
timation of the boys, in fact it stands number twenty- two on a
list of twenty-three activities. Common sense tells the adult
that it is a valuable activity. Boys seem to find little that
is attractive in it. We can but keep it in mind and consider it
in the light of the findings of the second main question of our
study.
Basketball, with a position of number fourteen on the dir-
ectors' list, fifteen on the parents' list, and eleven on the
boys' list seems to have enough support to be included in our
list of instruction groups.
Archery and dramatics are neither enthusiastically sup-
ported nor generally condemned. Possibly they have enough sup-
port to be included in our list.
A glance at the tables which we have been using in this com-
parison will be sufficient to convince one that none of the other
activities receive enough suooort to warrant our consideration in
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this study.
From this comparison we may draw the following conclusions
in answering the question,— In what activities shall instruction
grouos be offered at camp?
1. Directors, parents, and campers are in almost unanimous
agreement as to the desirability of offering instruction
groups in eight activities at camp. These activities
are: swimming, tennis, boating, canoeing, baseball,
riflery, horseback riding, and sailing.
2. There is enough agreement among directors, parents and
boys in regard to six other activities to warrant their
inclusion in the program of the camp. These are: wood-
craft, nature study, manual arts, basketball, dramatics,
and archery.
3. First aid warrants soecial consideration due to the high
position it holds in the opinion of the directors and
parents, although the campers show little desire for
instruction in it.
4. Among other possible activities there is so little
agreement that little distinction can be made as to
their relative desirability.
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IV METHODS OF PROGRAMING IN THE PRIVATE SUMMER CAMP FOR BOYS
Having arrived at the conclusion that instruction groups are
to be offered in certain activities at camp it now becomes our
problem to consider our second main question, namely,— If in-
struction groups are to be offered, are they to be definitely
scheduled or unscheduled? If they are to be scheduled what meth-
od of programming shall be used?
In attempting to ansiver this question we will use the same
method of approach as in the study of the first question. We
will consider the problem. from the point of view of the boy, the
parent, and the director. The data on the question have been ob-
tained from a careful study of the literature on the summer camp
and from questionnaire surveys of campers, parents, and directors,
all of whom are or have been directly connected with private
camps of the type under consideration in this study.
The Development of the Program
As has been pointed out, the camp program resulted from the
gradual addition of activities to the basic camp activities en-
joyed by boys in the early days of camoing. This addition of ac-
tivities continued until a rigid program was necessarily estab-
lished. There was little free time for the boys aside from their
scheduled activities. As a result of this regimented, scheduled
type of camp programming a reaction has set in. The theory of
the entirely free time camp has developed. • Under such a system
of programming there is no compulsory schedule nor is there any
attempt through the cultivation of morale to force attendance at
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instruction groups.
The development of the orogram has lead to several methods
of handling the instruction groups in camps. In general they are
as follows:
1. The organized, scheduled type of program with no choice
* by campers as to the activities they shall take.
2. The organized, scheduled type of program with campers
choosing the activities they shall take at the beginning
of each season.
3. The entirely free time, unscheduled tyoe.
4. The half-day free time, half-day scheduled type.
Certain modifications or combinations of these general types
will become apparent when we consider the program from the direc-
tor's ooint of view. There is also the question to be considered
as to whether or not certain activities should not be compulsory
regardless of the type of programming used, which we will go into
later in this study.
Another important factor in the development of the camp pro-
gram is the recent tendency toward co-operative program building.
In the writings in the field of camping the co-operation of the
boys in making the program is considered of great importance.
This is usually accomplished through discussion with groups of
campers. It leads to an insight into the problems of programming
on the part of the boys which would not otherwise be possible,
and a consequent more helpful attitude toward the necessary limita-
tions that the program places upon them.
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Let us consider some of the statements made by leaders in
the field in regard to methods of programming in order to throw
some light on the controversial nature of the question which we
are attempting to answer.
L. L. MacDonald, writing on ’’Program Making in Camps for
Boys” in the Playground Magazine for May 1925 states:
"Program making in its main essentials must be done far in
advance of opening dates, since leaders are engaged, supplies
are purchased, and advertising olaced on the basis of what camp-
ers are expected to do. 1,1
In "Camping and Character we find the statement that:
"A growing number of camp directors. .. .hold the conviction
that the curriculum cannot and should not be made in advance....
no program of any organized sort exists until it emerges from
2the needs and desires of the camp community."
From Scalding’ s "Camps and Camping" for 1926 we find that:
"Nothing short of a well balanced schedule of activities
worked into a daily program will achieve for us the ultimate
goals of the summer camp.""
1. MacDonald, L. L. "Program Making in Camps for Boys" the Play
ground Magazine, May 1925. p. 89.
2. Dimock, H. S. and Hendry, q. S. "Camping and Character" The
Association Press. N. Y. 1929. pp. 41-42.
3. Starry, David R. "Charting Camp Organization" Spalding's
Camps and Camping. The American Sports Publishing Co. N. Y
1926. p. 107.
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Bernard Mason claims:
" that compulsory camp activities are taboo in the light
of modern educational principles
To quote again from "Camping and Character":
"Organization of formal instruction is as inevitable as it
2is justifiable."
With this necessarily brief discussion of the development
of the camp program as a background let us now consider the ques-
tion of programming from the camper's point of view.
The Boy's Point of View
In considering the program from the boy's point of view our
question becomes,—From the boy's point of view are the instruc-
tion groups offered at camp to be definitely scheduled, or un-
scheduled? If they are to be scheduled what method of program-
ming do boys prefer?
In the selection of data for answering this question it is
l
necessary for us to rely almost entirely on semi-scientific
studies into the program from the boy's point of view made by
Bernard Mason and published in "Camping and Education". I have
decided to abandon the use of ray own survey in this connection
1. Mason, Bernard 9. "Camping and Education" The McCall
Company, N, Y. 1930 p. 155
2. Dimock, H. S. and Hendry C. E. "Camping and Character" The
Association Press, N. Y. 1929. p. 83
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as I find that it is unduly weighted in favor of the type of
programming used at Camp Winnecook. This speaks well for the
loyalty of the boys but ''makes it of little use in this study.
As was noted in the previous chapter the boys have two
primary ourposes in going to camp,-"fun''' and the acquiring of
skills and abilities in certain camp activities. A program to
satisfy the boys must necessarily satisfy these purposes. Let
us turn to Mason's studies to determine what the boys think about
this question of programming.
Mr. Mason made a study of boys from twenty-one camps, in
all of which, but one, scheduled instruction groups had been
conducted. In all of the camps, attendance at the instruction
groups was expected or compelled. He first approached the prob-
lem by asking the boys if they had all the time to themselves
that they wanted. His replies were as follows:
Did You Have All the Time to Yourself that You Wanted? ^
Yes 36
(Of these
31 had scheduled educational groups, 9:00-11:00 A.M.
2 had scheduled educational groups, 9:00-11:00 A.M.
and 2:00-4:00 P.M.
3 had no scheduled classes. )
No 12
(Of these
10 had scheduled educational groups, 9:00-11:00 A.M.
2 had scheduled educational groups, 9:00-11:00 A.M.
1. Mason, Bernard S. "Camping and Education" The McCall
Company N. Y. 1930 p. 151.
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2:00-4:00 P.M.
1 had scheduled athletics, 2:00-4:00 P.M.)
Too much
(Had scheduled grouos, 9:00-11:00 A.M.
)
1
His next approach was to describe carefully to the boys the
two methods of organizing—the free time and the scheduled system,
and to ask them to express their preference. The following re-
action's resulted: 1
Favor schedule 42
Favor schedule crowded with many activities, but want
choice as to make up of schedule 31
Favor schedule 7
Favor half-day scheduled, half free 4
Favor free t ime method 6
No schedule 4
No schedule but many activities available 2
He then takes from the records of Camp Fairwood, with which
he is connected, the following table which gives us considerable
light in answering of our question:
1. Ibid. p. 151
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CAMP FAIRWOOD (boys) 1
WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE HAD SCHEDULED CLASSES OR HAVE 3ESN FREE
TO GO TO ANY ACTIVITY YOU CHOSE WHEN YOU CHOSE?
Age
8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Favour schedule 2 12 ~ 6 30 9 14 5 6 3 4 81
Favour free time 1213500000 12
It is evident from these studies that contrary to the ooinion
of the advocates of the free time type of orogramming most boys pre-
fer the scheduled type of urogram. Here again, however, individual
differences creep in as in the case of the selection of activities.
No type of camp programming will satisfy all the members of the
camp.
Our conclusion to the question,—From the boy’s point of view
are the instruction grouus offered at camp to be definitely sched-
uled, or unscheduled?—must be, in the light of these findings,
that instruction groups are to be definitely scheduled.
In answer to the second part of the question,—What method
of programming do boys prefer?— it seems that we will have to
agree with Mr. Mason when he states: ’’What this system that the
campers have recommended amounts to is a series of interest groups
selected and chosen by the campers. And when chosen, a schedule
1. Ibid. o. 154
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of these interest groups is made uo for each camper so that he
can work them into his day without conflicts*
"
The Parents 1 Point of View
In approaching the question,— If instruction groups are to
be offered shall they be definitely scheduled or unscheduled?
If they are to be scheduled what method of programming shall be
used?—from the parents' ooint of view, we encounter some dif-
ficulty. In attempting to answer the questions we are forced
to draw inferences from certain data that we have at hand.
There is little material to help us in the literature on the
summer camo, other than the purposes of the parents which may
give U3 some conception of their program desires.
It seemed inadvisable to attempt to survey the parents in
questionnaire form in regard to methods of programming, since
the great majority of the parents have but second hand acquain-
tance with camp life. It was felt that such a survey would nec-
essitate a long explanation of methods of programming and con-
sequently would be apt to yield few results. With these facts
in mind the parents were given an opportunity on the survey in
regard to camp activities (Table IV) to indicate whether or not
they desired any or all of the activities which they chose as
desirable to be compulsory. From the results of this survey we
may be able to draw certain conclusions in regard to the parents'
views on camp programming.
In reviewing the parents' purposes as stated previously in
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this study we find that, health, safety, and happiness for their
children are fundamental; that the development of skills and
abilities in certain camo activities is much desired. Assuming
that the fundamental purposes of health, safety, and happiness
are orovided for the question presents itself as to whether the
parents wish their children to be compelled to participate in
certain camp activities in which they desire them to acquire
skill. Such coercion, of course, may be outright or of the more
subtle variety, both kinds being condemned by certain writers in
the field of camping. It has been our experience at Camp Win-
necook that a number of parents have been particularly insistent
and persistent in their demands that their children learn to
swim and to ride horseback irrespective of the boys 1 desire in
the matter. "Problem" parents of this type are not the least
of the camo director’s worries. In such a situation the direc-
tor is faced with the problem of either winning the parents over
to his ooint of view or losing the boy if he does not favor com-
pulsion.
With this problem in mind let us consider the results of the
survey which I have made among pa,rents to determine their stand
on this question of comoulsion. In making the survey the re-
sults of which are given in Table IV of the previous chapter
the parents were given an opportunity, as has been stated, to
indicate whether they wished any or all of the activities to be
compulsory. The findings are as follows:
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TABLE VI. THE PARENTS' POINT OF VIEW ON COMPULSORY ACTIVITIES.
Activity
No.
ing
Favor-
Act ivi-
No. Favor-
ing Compul-
1. Swimming
ty
31
sion
6
2. Canoeing 31 6
3. Sailing 30 0
4. Riflery 30 1
5. Tennis 29 1
6
.
Riding 29 3
7. Boating 28 2
8. First Aid 26 5
9. Baseball 24 0
10. Manual Arts 22 7
11. Woodcraft 20 6
12. Nature Study 20 5
13. Football 20 0
14. Boxing 20 5
15. Basketball 20 0
16. Archery 17 1
17. Dramatics 14 3
18. Aquaplaning 13 0
19. Golf 11 0
20. Orchestra 10 2
21. Photography 7 0
22. Rope Spinning 6 0
23. Wrestling 6 0
It seems, from this table, that there are certain activities
in which a not negligible percentage of the parents favor compul-
sion. From our study of the popularity of activities from the
boy's point of view we know that swimming and canoeing are so well
received that there is little chance that compulsion would be nec-
essary. Nature study, woodcraft, first aid, manual arts, and box-
ing, however, are activities for which the boys do not express any
unanimity of enthusiasm. They, therefore, present a problem in
programming.
What inferences are we to draw from these data in regard to
. :
( 50 )
the program from the parents' ooint of view? From the parents'
purposes, the program must assuredly he such that it provides for
the health and safety of the hoys. Furthermore it aust orovide
the opportunity for the acquisition of certain camp skills and
abilities hy the hoy. It aopears from the number of parents favor-
ing compulsory instruction in certain activities, that there are
at least some oarents who do not wish the choice of instruction
groups to be left entirely up to the boy, which seems to imply
that they favor a definitely scheduled program, at least in cer-
tain activities. Most parents are willing, however, to allow
their sons to make their own choice of instruction groups.
The Director's Point of View
When we take up the questions,—Shall instruction groups be
definitely scheduled or unscheduled? If they are to be scheduled
what method of programming shall be used?—from the director's
point of view, we soon find that we are dealing with a subject which,
as has been pointed out oreviously, is decidedly controversial. In
dealing with this subject, we have a number of views of camp dir-
ectors as they appear in camp literature as well as a survey of
thirty-six directors of successful camping enterprises of the type
which we are discussing, together with comments pertinent to this
question of programming made by these directors.
In attempting to answer the first question, namely,—Shall in-
struction groups be definitely scheduled or unscheduled?—let us
first consider the nature of the summer camp for boys of the type
with which we are concerned in this study. As has been previously
mentioned, this camp is the average private camp for boys, which
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numbers among its grouo some sixty or seventy campers with a staff
of from ten to fifteen counselors. The campers are divided on an
age and ability basis into either three or four groups. The equip-
ment and counselor abilities, as well as the time available, limit
the number of oossible instruction groups to perhaps fifteen at
the most, and generally to less than fifteen. Assuming that this
camp is run on an unscheduled basis, is it not oossible that on
Monday morning at nine o'clock, forty of the seventy boys will want
to ride horseback? Or perhaos that twenty-five of the boys will
want to take canoeing instruction? Will not these groups be com-
posed of boys of all ages and abilities? It is difficult to see
how it is possible to conduct a camo on an unscheduled basis with-
out chaos and injustice resulting. No camp of seventy boys can oos
sibly afford to hire enough instructors in a given activity, nor
provide enough equipment for a given activity, to accommodate all
of the camp members at one particular period. If the unscheduled
tyoe of program is carried to its logical conclusion, this must nec
essarily be the case^- if every boy is to be given an equal oppor-
tunity.
A brief review of the directors' ourposes as listed in the
previous chapter draws strongly to our attention the fact that
health and safety for the boys are basic purposes with directors
as well as with parents. Any method of programming used must be
measured first in terms of these two basic demands. Can the un-
scheduled type of program be a safe tyoe of program? What hap-
pens to the boys who do not take advantage of instruction groups
at which the counselors, acting in their capacity as specialists in
some particular field of camping, are busy? Do they wander off in-
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to the woods? Do they" sneak around the point" and have a lone swim?
These questions together with others concerning the health of the
hoys under the free time unscheduled tyoe of programming are worthy
of serious thought.
Dimock and Hendry, and Bernard Mason agree that the definite
scheduling of camp activities is not only a necessity hut that it
is inevitable. It appears that in camps of the type with which we
are dealing, activities must, in some manner, he scheduled.
This leads us to our second question,---If the activities are
to he scheduled, what method of programming shall he used?
In approaching this question, we will first consider the pro-
gram from the standpoint of the type of programming used in summer
camps for hoys and then from the broader standpoint of method of
approach in programming.
The data for our first consideration is the result of a ques-
tionnaire survey of thirty-six successful directors of private sum-
mer camps for hoys. These directors were given an opportunity to
indicate their preference for one of the four general types of pro-
gramming mentioned above. (The organized, scheduled type, with no
choice by campers; the organized, scheduled type with choice of ac-
tivities by campers; the entirely free time, unscheduled tyoe; and
the half-day free time, half-day scheduled type.) An opportunity
was also given them to indicate a preference for different types of
programming for the different age and ability groups. A space was
provide! for "remarks" in order that they might indicate modifications
of the general types or suggest different types of programming, if
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they so desired. I feel that the results of this survey have a
great deal of weight, as they represent the opinions of a group of
men who are actually actively engaged in the camping enterprise.
The results of this survey in tabular form are as follows:
ww
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TABLE VII PREFERENCES FOR TYPES OF PROGRAMING AS INDICATED BY A
SURVEY OF 36 SUCCESSFUL DIRECTORS OF PRIVATE SUMMER
CAMPS FOR BOYS.
Type of Program
1. The organized, scheduled tyoe with
no choice by boys as to activities
taken
a) With some free periods for
choice
b) Some choice to boys with pro-
nounced ideas
Total number favoring
Junior Zrutcftir senior*
ra < Vv.. wv w ci
5 2 2
2 11
3 1
10 4 3
2. The organized, schedule type with
campers choosing activities at be-
ginning of season 4
a) With campers choosing activi-
ties daily 4
b) With campers having the pri-
velege of making changes.
. . 2
c) Campers must satisfy certain
fundamental requirements first 1
d) Boys assigned but may ask for
assignment in advance each day 1_
Total number favoring 12
3. The entirely free time, unscheduled
type 1_
Total number favoring 1
4. The half-day free time, half-day
scheduled type £
Total number favoring 9
5. Combinations of the above types oA
different plans.
a) Combination of types 2 and 4. 1
b) Contract or project method.
. 2
c) Combination of 1 and 3 1
7 6
5 5
2 2
1 1
1 1
16 - 15
2
2
4
4
9
10 10
1
2
1
1
2
1
Note: These groups are the result of a division on an age and ability
basis. Generally sneaking "Juniors'1 are boys below ten years
of age; "Intermediates" are boys from eleven to fourteen years
of age; and "Seniors" are above fourteen.
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From a study of this table we may draw several conclusions in
regard to directors' opinions on types of programming.
1. There is a marked diversity of opinion among camp direc-
tors as to the most desirable type of programming.
2. The free-time, unscheduled type of programming meets with
little favor among camp directors.
3. The organized, scheduled type of programming for the in-
termediate and senior divisions of the camp receives lit-
tle support from directors.
4. There is a t endency to favor an organized scheduled type
of program for the younger boys.
5. The weight of opinion seems to point to the organized
scheduled type of programming with campers choosing ac-
tivities and to the half-day free time, half-day sched-
uled types as the most desirable, particularly for the
two older age-ability groups.
In order to throw more light on this question let us consider
the comments made by some of the directors responsible for the
above table.
The first of these comments is very blunt indeed.
"Believe camp activities should be organized and supervised ex-
actly as the organized school program. Each camper should be com-
pelled to participate same as in school."
Another states as follows:
"I am in favor of the second type (the organized, scheduled
type, with campers choosing activities) for all campers, with the
understanding that the juniors and all new campers satisfy certain
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requirements in the fundamental camp activities first, after which
they may have a wide range of choice."
What seems to be a particularly good suggestion is made by
one director.
"Those in charge should be ready to throw the whole schedule
overboard if there is a chance to take advantage of an unexoected
opportunity by doing so."
The director of a nationally known pioneer summer camp for
boys offers the following opinion:
"I believe the tyoes marked 3 and 4 actually result in too
much hanging around and wasted time with the majority of boys. It
works all right with certain few boys who know what they want and
have plenty of initiative and drive. I also feel that it is eas-
ier to follow out clans 3 and 4 on paper than it is to make them
work satisfactorily in practice."
**Note: Plan 3. is the entirely free time type; plan 4 is the
half-day free time , half-day scheduled tyoe.
An advocate of the half-day free time, half-day scheduled
type of programming says:
"We allow enough free time to stimulate initiative and allow
relaxation from the boys' highly organized long winter period. We
schedule part of the day so that every boy is definitely doing
something each day.
"
One of the few proponents of the entirely free time, unsched-
uled type of programming offers the following:
11 1 dislike running a camp like a boarding school.... In
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eight years of directing a camp, I have found the free method very
effective all the usual camp activities have been patronized
freely and I feel certain that we have as much activity as most
organized camps. 1 '
The head counselor of one of the older camps presents the
following opinion, which merits careful consideration:
"I believe it almost impossible to mold the boys in camp to
one set, fixed program. Very often you will have a more mature
group in camp and your schedule should be flexible enough to in-
sure a oleasant as well as an instructive season for your campers."
The only director who advocates the entirely free time un-
scheduled tyoe of orogramming for all groups offers the following:
" there is a skeleton schedule each day, but subject to
so many changes and upon such short notice as the interests of the
carauers and the exigencies of the weather demand. But no camper
is compelled to follow any set schedule of activities for even a
half-day, nor make a season's choice, with the exception of swim-
ming, the only required athletic activity However, a boy com-
mencing a project in the Arts and Crafts Shoo is not allowed to
drop it, but must complete the oroject, if oossible, in a reason-
able time.
"
The director who makes the following statement is in agreement
with one of the directors previously quoted. Says he:
" Many boys seem to delight in lying about and would choos
nothing requiring ohysical exertion while others would romp all
the time and choose nothing requiring mental exertion... it
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My own feeling in this matter of programming, that since we,
as . directors
,
are resoonsible for the health and safety of the
hoys under our care it is our duty to ourselves, to the boys and
their parents to adopt a type of programming which will provide
for careful supervision at all times. I do not believe that
this can be possible except under an organized scheduled type of
programming.
Now let us take up the second consideration under our ques-
tion,—the method of aoproach in orogramming.
From the standpoint of education, the method of approach
used in camp programming is probably the most vital question
that we have yet discussed. From Table VII there is sufficient
evidence to assure us that most camp directors are, in the main,
in favor of allowing boys a choice of the activities which they
shall take. This fact in itself immediately removes the camp in-
struction groups from the "compulsion" level and places them on
a basis of "ouoil purpose" which is, from the standpoint of mod-
ern education, the most desirable teaching level. But are camp
directors willing to go the full distance with advocates of puoil
purpose? Are there, in other words, activities in which camp dir-
ectors feel that the boys should be compelled to participate? The
questionnaire sent to directors to determine the most desirable ac-
tivities to be offered as instruction groups at camp, the results
of which aopear in tabular form in chapter III, provided an op-
portunity for directors to indicate instruction grouos which, in
their opinion, should be compulsory. The results obtained are as
follows :
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TABLE VIII THE OPINIONS OF 36 CAMP DIRECTORS IN REGARD TO COM-
PULSORY INSTRUCTION GROUPS.
Activity No. Favoring No. Favoring
Compulsion
1
.
Swimming 36 23
2. Tennis 35 5
3. Boating 35 7
4. Nature Study 34 7
5. Canoeing 34 7
6. Baseball 34 4
7. Manual Arts 32 5
8. Ri fiery 30 3
9. Woodcraft 29 4
10. First Aid 28 9
11. Horseback Riding 27 1
12. Dramatics 27 1
13. Sailing 27 1
14. Basketball 21 1
15. Archery 21 2
16. Boxing 20 1
17. Photography 20 0
18. Orchestra 17 0
19. Wrestling 14 1
20. Aquaplaning 13 1
21. Golf 11 0
22. Footbal
1
7 1
It is apparent from this table that a large majority of camp
directors are willing that the campers shoul4 choose the activi-
ties in which they shall participate with the exception of swim-
ming which, as we know, is the most popul-r camp activity and,
therefore, one in which comoulsion would be rarely necessary.
Since in general the directors are evidently willing to al-
low campers to select the activities in which they are to have in-
struction groups, should they go still further and permit the boys
to assist in forming the program of the camp?
Progressive directors are more and more inclining to the
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opinion that if the greatest educational values possible are to
be realized from the camping experience the camo members must be
lead to actual cooperation in the formation of camp programs as
well as in part icioation in the government of the camp. The co-
operative aoproach to the program, of course, involves the
whole program of the camp which includes many more activities
than the instruction groups with which we are dealing in this
study. In spite of this fact, when one is considering even
this limited section of the camping exoerience of the boys, it
is inadvisable to neglect the important implications of this
method.
From an article by Albert R. Klemmer appearing in "Relig-
ious Education" for June 1925, we take the following statement.
"In the oast we have had camps which were under the direc-
tion of those who believed that the chief task of a good, camp
leader was to formulate a program of activities for the camp,
put that orogram on paper^ and. after, the boys arrive, to drive
that program through.
Probably many camp directors still adhere to the belief
stated by Mr. Klemmer. Never-the-less, there is an indication
of a trend toward camper participation in the formation of the
camp programs. The following are statements which appeared
under remarks on the questionnaires sent to camp directors:
1. Klemmer, Albert R. "The Y. M. C. A. Boy's Camps" Relig-
ious Education Vol. XX No. 3 June 1925. p. 191
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"At assembly all meet and the orogram f or the day is decid-
ed. «
"Activities for each day are decided at a camp pow-wow
after breakfast."
The first statement is by a director who favors the organ-
ized, scheduled type of programming with the boys choosing the
activities in which they shall participate each day. The second
is by a director who favors the free time unscheduled type of
programming.
The cooperative method which finds firm advocates in Ber-
nard Mason,+ Dimock and Hendry, involves essentially a discus-
sion of camp programming with the boys. They thus become ac-
quainted with the program difficulties which must be faced, and
the necessity for the schedule of activities. They have an op-
portunity to present their own views on the program, which proves
of advantage both to them ana to the director or head counselor
who makes the program. The schedule of activities assumes an en-
tirely different character in the mind of the boy. It emerges
as something made primarily for his benefit and convenience in-
stead of an adult imposed limitation. The cooperative method is
essentially democratic rather than autocratic and should result
in desirable outcomes.
With these data in mind what are our conclusions in regard to
the following questions:
From the director's point of view shall instruction groups
be definitely scheduled or unscheduled? If they are to be sched-
uled what method of programming shall be used?
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Our conclusion in regard to the first question must be that
instruction groups shall be definitely scheduled.
Our conclusions in regard to the second question must nec-
essarily be less definite. We can, however, make the following
observations with some degree of assurance:
1. There is a marked diversity of opinion among camp dir-,
ectors as to the most desirable type of programming.
2. Both the free time, unscheduled type of programming and
the definitely scheduled type of programming in which the campers
are allowed no choice as to the activities that they shall take,
are generally not considered desirable by camp directors.
3. The weight of opinion seems to point to the organized
scheduled type of programming with campers choosing the activities
which they shall take, and to the half-day free time, half-day
scheduled type of programming as the most desirable types of pro-
gramming for the two older age-ability groups.
4. There is a tendency to favcr the organized scheduled type
of programming, either with or without choice by campers, for the
younger age-ability group.
5. But few camp directors favor compulsory attendance at
instruction groups in any other ctivity than swimming. A majority
of directors favor compulsory attendance at instruction groups in
swimming.
6. The cooperative approach to camp program making warrants
serious consideration by camp directors.
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General Conclusions in Regard to Methods of Programming in the
Private Summer Camp for Boys.
Our problem now becomes that of correlating and coordinating
the desires of the three significant parties in the camping en-
terprise in regard to the questions:
1. If instruction groups are to be offered in the orivate sum-
mer camp for boys, are they to be definitely scheduled or unsched-
uled?
2. If instruction groups are to be scheduled what method of
programming shall be used?
From our study we may conclude that parents, boys, and dir-
ectors generally agree that instruction groups shall be definite-
ly scheduled, there being but a small minority of boys and an al-
most negligible minority of directors who favor the entirely free
time unscheduled type of programming.
In regard to the second question, we can not draw any very
definite conclusions. We can state, however, that there is a
fairly general agreement among boys and directors that the organ-
ized
>
scheduled type of program with the campers having the right
to select the activities in which they shall have instruction
groups is the most desirable tyoe. We may also conclude that the
parents are generally willing that the boys should select the ac-
tivities in which they are to have instruction groups, except in
certain definite activities, varying with the individual parents,
in which they d.esire that their boys acquire skill. We may also
Conclude that the cooperative method of camp programming offers
certain advantages which should not be ignored by directors.
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SUMMARY
In this study an effort has been made to approach questions
concerning desirable activities in which to offer instruction
grouos at private summer camps for boys and methods of program-
ming or scheduling instruction groups in a semi-scientific and
objective manner. Some of the recent writings on the subject
lead one to believe that instruction groups are out of place in
the summer camo and that the scheduling of instruction groups is
an undesirable practice. It was felt that some light might be
thrown on these questions by a semi-scientific study of instruc-
tion groups and methods of scheduling these groups from the point
of view of each of the three significant parties involved in the
camping enterprise,—the camper, the parents, and the director.
A survey of literature in the field showed that there was a
dearth of material pertinent to a study of this type. Therefore,
questionnaire surveys were made of each of the three above men-
tioned grouos in order to obtain material of a reasonable degree
of objectivity and validity, to supplement that gleaned from lit-
erature on the summer camo. The desires of these three parties,
as indicated from the study, show a surorising degree of unanim-
ity of opinion in regard to the questions under consideration, al
though the factor of individual differences, as one would expect,
is much in evidence.
The following summary may be made of the findings of the
study:
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Directors of private summer camps for boys, parents of
boys who attend private summer camps, and the campers themselves a-
gree that instruction groups should be offered at camo.
2. Directors, parents, and boys almost unanimously favor
the offering of instruction groups at camp in the following ac-
tivities: swimming, tennis, boating, canoeing, baseball, riflery,
horseback riding, and sailing.
3. Woodcraft, na.ture study, manual arts, dramatics, basket-
ball, and archery, while not receiving the support of a consider-
able number of the three significant parties, are considered des-
irable by enough of them to warrant their inclusion in the list of
activities to be offered.
4. First aid should receive special consideration as in the
eyes of the parents and directors it is a most desirable activity
in which to offer instruction groups.
5. There is little agreement as to the desirability of in-
struction groups in other activities.
6. Directors, parents, and campers generally agree that in-
struction groups shall be definitely scheduled.
7. There is great diversity of opinion among camp directors
\
as to the most desirable method of scheduling instruction groups.
8. The unscheduled, entirely free time, method of program-
ming receives oractically no support either from directors or
from boys who are exoerienced camoers.
9. The definitely scheduled type of programming with no
choice of activities by the campers receives little suoport from
directors except in the case of the youngest age-ability group.
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10. There is a tendency on the part of camp directors to
favor either the definitely scheduled type of orogramming, with
the campers choosing the activities in which they shall partici-
pate, or the half-day scheduled, half-day free time type of pro-
gramming for the older age-ability groups.
11. There is a tendency on the part of camp directors to
favor the organized scheduled type of programming, either with or
without choice of activities by the campers, for the youngest age-
ability group.
12. Directors and oarents are generally willing that the
boys should choose the activities in which they are to partici-
pate. The directors, however generally agree that the boys should
be required to take instruction in swimming. Many parents reserve
the right to insist that boys receive instruction in certain ac-
tivities which are oarticularly desirable from the standpoint of
the individual parent.
12. There is fairly general agreement among directors and
campers that the organized, scheduled type of programming with the
campers being allowed to select the activities in which they are
to receive instruction is a desirable type. Parents, also, will
probably favor this tyoe of orogramming with certain reservations
in regard to activities in which they are particularly anxious
that their sons develop proficiency.
14. The cooperative approach to the camp program presents
possibilities that warrant serious consideration by camp directors.
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